The purpose of this research is to present a simple method using the least data amount to calculate root mean square (RMS) values of periodic signals (constructed from Fourier series) which the highest harmonic order is known or able to be estimated. In the research, trapezoidal rule with the least data amount was proved and tried to calculate definite integral values of sinusoidal signals from a lot of trial runs until a significant property was found. Then the property would be deployed to calculate RMS values. Results of the research can provide not only more convenient processes of simple trapezoidal rule but also more accurate results than the patented Simpson's rule in the same least data amount.
Introduction
For several decades, root mean square (RMS) calculations for alternating signals have been done by many methods. The popularly routine method is Simpson's rule based on definite integration which was patented more than 10 years ago [1] . Although the method of Simpson's rule has been more widely accepted by engineers and physicists than trapezoidal rule, there has still been no comparison report found to support Simpson's rule as the most appropriate method to calculate RMS values of periodic signals. In this research, trapezoidal rule method will be suggested to replace Simpson's rule to calculate RMS values of periodic signals because it is more accurate in the result and not too complicate in calculation. 
RMS Calculations

Periodic signals
A periodic signal is a signal constructed from many uniformly sinusoidal signals which can be expanded as the following Fourier series : [ ]
Trapezoidal Rule
where n is the data amount from collecting data of )
is the domain between 1 t and [4] . If trapezoidal rule is deployed to calculate RMS values, data amount can be either odd or even number.
In this research, the created linear operator of )) ( ( 
where n is the data amount size from collecting data of )
, where
is the domain between 1 t and n t by running i from 1, 2,
, n . By using a mathematical estimation, when data amount is greater, definite integral values calculated by trapezoidal rule will approach closely to continuous definite integral values as : 
Discussion on m = 1
The integral value of ∫ π 2 0 2 ) ( sin dt t calculated by trapezoidal rule with starting the least data amount of n = 4 is used (If n = 2 or 3 were selected, the summation result would be equal to zero) for the experiment, results are stated as : constant as π for all ≥ n 4, but they will become to π again when ≥ n 6 .
Therefore, the simple equation of a trapezoidal rule can be stated as :
Discussion on m > 2
After the property of trapezoidal rule had been discovered for 1 = m and 2, a big lot of trial runs were carried on to verify this property by many computer programs for 2 > m until it was found that the least data amount ( n ) would depend on m according to the following equation (2.3.1).
Therefore, equation (2.2.1) can be improved to be equation (2.3.2) as : Because all expanded terms are arranged to be able to calculate the definite integral values by using trapezoidal rule according to the previous experiment, therefore the definite integral sign can be changed to trapezoidal rule as: 
Conclusion
An accurate RMS value of a periodic signal comprised of Fourier series can be calculated by using the simple method of trapezoidal rule with the least data amount ( n ) which can be determined from the highest harmonic order ( M ) of the periodic signal according to 2 
